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Abstract

This paper presents a system to render 3D animated geometry as watercolor painted animation with art-directed control. Our approach focuses on letting the end user paint the influence of the modeled watercolor effects in the 3D scene to simulate the characteristic appearance of traditional watercolor. For this purpose, it performs an object-space simulation and makes use of the user-painted influences to control and enhance image-space watercolor effects. In contrast to previous approaches, we introduce specialized watercolor shaders that are adjusted and deformed according to the desired painted effects. We further present novel algorithms that simulate hand tremors, pigment turbulence, color bleeding, edge darkening, paper distortion and granulation. All of these represent essential characteristic effects of traditional watercolor. The system performs in real-time, scales well with scene complexity and is fully implemented in Autodesk Maya.


1. Introduction

The characteristic appearance and effects found on watercolor paintings make them a unique traditional medium which is extensively used for multiple coloring purposes. From early topological maps to fashion design illustrations and fine art. As Leslie Dutcher describes it, "watercolor paint has proven to be as elegant and academic as its counterpart [oil] while retaining its own ebullience and congeniality" [RD13].

However, while regarded as the medium by itself is, it is rarely seen in animated form. The cause for this probably has to do with the accompanying difficulty to control the medium. Even acclaimed watercolor artists admit the capricious nature of the medium, which makes it difficult to master [Ong03,Sch14,Pol13]. This peculiarity, together with the need for at least 10-12 frames per second to entail a sense of motion [RM00], makes traditional watercolor animation a complex and laborious endeavor to pursue.
Various systems to digitally recreate watercolor have been proposed, which help alleviate the production of traditional watercolor paintings and animations. These systems can be organized into three main categories according to their respective input data:

- **Stroke-space systems**
- **Image-space systems**
- **Object-space systems**

Each category has its own specialized application, however, they often tend to interrelate in order to enhance the final watercolor simulation.

The system proposed in this paper is modeled to render 3D animated geometry as watercolor simulated animations, which fall into the third category, an object-space system. However, it differentiates itself from other object-space systems by two key elements.

First, the proposed system is art-directed by the end user who can paint the modeled effects as desired. This feature enables immediate localized control over the watercolor look, with real-time performance. And second, the proposed system extends the palette of simulated watercolor effects and does not require previously painted watercolor images. Additionally, the proposed system introduces the following contributions:

- Specialized shaders with a watercolor reflectance model, object-space hand tremors and custom object-space features, which enhance and control further image-space filtering.
- Pigment turbulence in object-space (art-directed).
- Color bleeding through a hybrid solution involving object- and image-space processing (art-directed).
- Edge darkening with gradual pigment accumulation through difference of Gaussians feature enhancement (art-directed).
- Paper distortion through normal gradients (art-directed).
- Split paper granulation filter enabling dedicated control over paper roughness and pigment accumulation at the valleys of the paper (art-directed).

Figure 1 shows a close-up obtained from a 3D model, which shows most of the watercolor effects simulated by our system. Additional rendered images can be found throughout the paper. For animated outcomes, please see the accompanying audiovisual material. An abstracted pipeline schematic can be found in Figure 2.

In the following, related work will be introduced in Section 2. The proposed system with its individual contributions is presented in Section 3 and the results are presented and discussed from Section 4 onward.

## 2. Related Work

Recreating traditional painting media has been one of the main challenges of non-photorealistic rendering since its inception. Remarkable examples came early on through physical approximation of the medium which analyzed and calculated the spread of pigment in simulated paper [Sma91, CAS’97].

Stroke-space simulation systems especially benefited from accurately modeled physical approximation approaches to watercolor. Each brush-stroke can be intricately controlled to achieve most desired effects and a characteristic watercolor look [YJC’13, VLVR05, CT05]. Nonetheless, it can be difficult for an artist to understand and interpret the physical attributes which these simulations offer. Alternatives can be found through procedural and example based approaches [DKM13, LDBF’13]. Stroke-space watercolor simulations provide extensive artistic control over digital paintings, however, in animation, it still presents itself as a complex and laborious alternative where each frame requires to be hand painted.

For the proposed system, stroke-space simulations can be used in order to paint watercolor-looking textures which are then mapped into 3D objects. However, these textures would remain static and even distort without further processing. Additionally, the aim of the proposed system is to not rely on previously painted textures for a watercolor-look. Related work in image-space and object-space simulations are directly relevant to our system and will be presented next.

### 2.1. Image-space simulation

A traditional watercolor painting is a composition of a variety of complex interactions of pigment and water, layered together to create a body of work which interacts and speaks for itself with unique attributes, all chosen by the artist. Image-space simulation attempts to recreate this interaction and considers the image as a whole - finding and simulating characteristic effects and features which the artist might have chosen with the given subject.

Early attempts use image processing algorithms to convert raster images to watercolor simulated paintings. Johan et al. [JHN04] focused on recreating watercolor brush strokes by following a vector field created along the boundaries of the image elements. Bousseau et al. [BNTS06] focused instead on recreating the wet-on-dry (lavis) technique using a series of filters. Characteristic effects such as turbulent pigment flow, pigment dispersion, edge darkening, paper structure and its distortion on the painted subject were considered. However, both of these methods process the image as a whole, limiting control of the outcome to variables and predefined rules.

The system proposed by Wang et al. [WWF’14] considers this limitation and involves computer vision algorithms to automatically locate the area - which artists might emphasize - through saliency detection. Additionally, the input image is colorized according to colors found on a training set of real watercolor paintings. The palette of simulated watercolor effects was also extended to include color bleeding found on wet-in-wet techniques and hand tremors which are common in most watercolor paintings.

However, the previously introduced systems rely heavily on image segmentation to abstract detail from the input data. Segmentation over time introduces significant flickering issues, which are not a desirable effect in watercolor animations. Image-time-space simulation of watercolor has been proposed to address this issue by Bousseau et al. [BNTS07] but it still produces unnatural artifacts and is limited in the amount of effects it can simulate.

Finally, example based approaches have also been proposed in order to simulate watercolor animation using image analogies. Fišer et al. [FLJ’14] proposed a system to simulate noise from...
static watercolor textures. Bénard et al. [BCK*13] also implements image analogies to interpolate painted keyframes done by artists. This is the only system that offers an art-directed watercolor stylization in which the user has localized control over the final look. However, as textures are required to be painted every few frames, it cannot be used in interactive applications where the point of view is not previously defined, such as games and virtual reality.

2.2. Object-space simulation

Object-space simulation approaches the characteristic effects of watercolor in a more localized manner, as each 3D object will need to perform the stylization by itself. However, most object-space simulations are conjugated with image-space simulations to enhance the outcome.

The system proposed by Lum and Ma [LM01] was one of the first to simulate watercolor effects in object-space by incorporating pigment turbulence through the use of filtered noise along the curvature of the geometry. Burgess et al. [BWK05] extends this work by simplifying the noise filter used for pigment turbulence and using object identifiers and depth to find darkened edges and incorporate edge distortion through additional noise. However, the results of both watercolor simulated systems offer limited effects, control and resemblance to the traditional counterpart.

Lei and Chang [LC05] proposed a programmable vertex and fragment shader system which included a custom reflectance model based on a simulated color ramp. Image-space simulations, such as edge darkening through edge detection and paper effects to recreate granularity and distortion, were performed afterwards. Finally, Luft and Deussen [LD06] proposed a complex layered system where each object with a common identifier is rendered in multiple passes and each pass is processed by image-space simulations to later be composed into a final image - together with all other objects. Further particles are also attached to the geometry in the case of trees to simulate leaves. The system improves on art-directed control as each object group gets simulated independently. It also features paper effects such as distortion and granularity, improves on edge darkening and adds abstraction levels. However, the system does not scale well with scene complexity and still misses fundamental characteristics such as pigment turbulence.

All modeled object-space systems to simulate watercolor offer a limited reproduction of characteristic effects and basic art-direction. We propose a system, which contributes to the field, by improving on these two key elements and scales well with scene complexity.

3. Art-directed Watercolor System

The aspiration of our system is to create a powerful, user-friendly object-space watercolor simulation tool that not only focuses on modeling the characteristic effects of watercolor, but also considers real-time performance and art-direction as a necessary requirement. In the following, the art-directed object-space control over the watercolor outcome is explained (Section 3.1). Then, the system portrayed in Figure 2 is deconstructed and the modeled effects presented. The currently supported effects include hand tremors (Section 3.2), color bleeding (Wet-in-Wet, Sections 3.2 and 3.3), pigment turbulence, edge darkening and paper effects such as distortion and granularity (Section 3.3).

3.1. Art-direction

Artists will usually not paint an entire painting with an even treatment. They will emphasize, abstract, and add custom effects according to their own style and expression. This is especially true with the aesthetic quality of watercolors, which permits a wide variety of expressions through their volatile effects.

For this purpose, we adopted the masking technique commonly used for image-space manipulation. However, our mask is not created from painted pixels, but by vertices (points) in 3D space. Alex
Harvill [Har07] has also implemented this idea by rendering a map of weighted points to control a moving 2D illustration. From custom texture maps to point weights and vertex colors, these scalar field data can be used in additional render passes as masking devices for later image-space simulations.

In our system, we have chosen vertex colors for multiple reasons. They provide four control channels (RGBA), are natively supported by vertex shaders (compute fast), can be animated for further temporal control and are supported by most 3D software vendors.

For the implementation presented in this paper, we have assigned the control of effects to the following channels:

- Red → Controls paper distortion
- Green → Controls paper granulation
- Blue → Controls edge darkening and color bleeding
- Alpha → Controls pigment turbulence and pigment fading

A deconstructed example of the art-directed influences and the dramatic change it has over the 3D rendered outcome can be seen in Figure 3.

3.2. Controlled Object-space Effects

The first step in the rendering pipeline consists of processing the application data at the vertex shader stage. At this stage, normally the vertices are transformed from object space to the respective projection space. However, our simulation involves two additional distinct vertex deformations - for simulation purposes - which are explained next.

Wet-in-Wet and Hand Tremor Deformation

The Wet-in-Wet technique, also referred to as color bleeding, is a technique where pigment is applied to an already wet surface to allow the color to spread (bleed) outside of the placement area.

In order to simulate the color bleeding effect, the vertices, which have been assigned the respective vertex color, are translated along their normal vector. This is done in order to pull the vertices outside of its original geometry, simulating the pigment bleeding outside its contained area. However, the vertices are translated in different proportions for the control image and the color image (control = 2.5 × color). The chosen vertex offsets enable a better result later on down the pipeline in Section 3.3.

Hand tremors are an essential characteristic of hand painted media as acknowledged by Wang et al. [WWF14]. They are observable in the small irregularities found mostly on the edges of a painting and are caused by involuntary fluctuations in the human nervous system.

These fluctuations can be simulated by minimally offsetting the vertices from the geometric objects, once they are transformed to the projection space. We chose a sinusoidal noise function as it can additionally simulate watery deformation, if desired.

\[
V_o = \sin(T \times s + V \times f) \times t \times P_p
\]  

The vertex offset \( V_o \) is modulated by the original vertex position \( V \), time \( T \) and relative pixel size of the projection space \( P_p \). Adjustment variables for speed \( s \), frequency \( f \) and tremor amount \( t \) can be chosen for each shaded object - for any desired tremor effect. However, hand tremors occur mostly in edges where precise control is required by the artist. Therefore, the vertex tremor \( V_t \) is modulated to do so with the dot product of the view direction \( V \) and vertex normal \( \vec{N} \).

\[
V_t = V + V_o \left(1 - a(\vec{V} \cdot \vec{N})\right)
\]  

Once the geometry has been deformed and the additional necessary data calculated, the pixel shader stage calculates the color and control image.

Watercolor Reflectance Model and Pigment Turbulence

The characteristic translucency found in watercolors plays a pivotal role in the way motifs are colored, but is not found in common shading primitives. Lei and Chang [LC05] proposed the use of a one dimensional color ramp to define which colors are reflected throughout the surface. However, this presents problems if the user intends to use texture maps. Therefore, we propose a custom shading model based on common shading primitives with additional watercolor characteristics such as pigment dilution, cangiante illumination (change in the highlights to a brighter hue) and art-directed pigment turbulence, together with some minor additional painterly effects.

To simulate dilution, we calculate the area of effect \( D_A \) by mod-
Edge darkening is a characteristic effect which manifests itself when the colors bleed into each other. In our implementation, this is done in order to simulate the pigment diffusion which occurs when the colors bleed into each other. To finalize their geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry can be seen in Figure 5. In order to simulate the accumulation of pigments, the color transmission modification model, proposed by Bousseau et al. [BKTS06], is used. In this model, the observed color is the result of the exponential attenuation of reflected light which has been transmitted through the density of the pigment. We additionally use the same control channel to fade the rendered color $C$ towards the paper color $C_p$. This is a common stylistic choice found in watercolor illustrations where the painter avoids unnecessary scene elements by simply fading the color and leaving the paper, as is. An example of this effect can be seen in Figure 3 at the tablecloth. Both algorithms can be found in the equation below.

$$C_l = \begin{cases} 
C_3 - (\text{Ctrl} \times 4) & \text{if Ctrl} < 0.5 \\
(\text{Ctrl} - 0.5) \times 2(C_p - C) + C & \text{if Ctrl} \geq 0.5 
\end{cases} 
$$

To enhance the look of the shader, we support basic shading requirements like the ability to use texture, normal and specular maps. Additionally, painterly reflectance attributes were also implemented, such as a custom diffuse shading factor, custom shade color, shade wrap, specularity, hard highlights and atmospheric fade. However, the deconstruction of these features have been omitted as they are not necessary characteristics of watercolors.

After the reflectance is calculated, the resulting color and control image are stored in the frame buffer and are processed further by image-space simulations to obtain the final watercolor image.
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Color Bleeding

Previously in Section 3.2, the assigned vertices were pulled outside their geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user painted influence. To finalize the geometry, according to the user printed H-I 46.2 ≫ 0.5 (6)

$$I_d = \text{Ctrl}(I_b - I) + I 
$$

This is done in order to simulate the pigment diffusion which occurs when the colors bleed into each other. In our implementation, the blue vertex channel controls this effect and it can be seen in Figure 3.

Edge Darkening

Edge darkening is a characteristic effect which manifests itself when the pigment is carried out to the boundaries of a colored area.
due to surface tension. This causes a higher concentration of pigments at the edges of the image and, therefore, a darker appearance.

Edge darkening has been one of the most studied and implemented characteristic effects. Early solutions in object-space involved analyzing nearby pixels for a difference in depth and object identifiers [BWK05] and subtracting a blurred intensity from the alpha values of object identifiers [LD06] - which in turn dilutes the main color. However, these models present a problem when texture information needs to be taken into account. Current solutions to simulate edge darkening in image-space involve edge detection algorithms such as the sobel filter [LC05, BKTS06]. However, edge darkening is not simply a darkened outline which would result from most edge detection algorithms. Edge darkening presents itself as a gradient darkening along the boundaries of the previously wet surface.

![Image of blurred image, color image, edge mask, and darker edge](Image)

Figure 6: Edge darkening simulation process ($C = (31, 171, 224)$)

To model the gradient pigment accumulation found at the edges, we build upon the difference of Gaussians (DoG) feature enhancement algorithm. However, as the images do not contain any noise, only one low-pass filtered image is required. For this purpose, we take the previously calculated blurred image found in the frame buffer. Additionally, in our algorithm, the image $I$ is subtracted from the blurred image $I_b$. This deviation from the standard difference of Gaussians algorithm is done in order to avoid edge darkening at brighter areas of the image such as the paper color. Once the edges have been calculated, the maximum intensity value from the RGB channels is taken and we use the color transmittance modification model to darken the color as seen in Equation 7. The results from our model can be seen in Figure 6.

\[
I_{ed} = I_{eb}^{1 + Ctrl \times max(b - I)}
\]

(8)

Darkened edges do not occur evenly throughout the painting, therefore, the user is able to art-direct this effect by modifying the $Ctrl$ color value.

### Paper Distortion and Granulation

Paper distortion occurs when the rough surface of the paper texture creates small distortions to the areas which are currently being painted. This happens through the interaction between the roughness of the surface and the hair of the brushes or through surface inclinations which move the pigments towards the valleys of the paper. The later cause is also directly correlated with the paper granulation effect. Paper granulation is the result of the higher concentration of pigments found at the valleys of the paper which generate a darkened appearance. In order to simulate both of these effects, actual paper textures were used, as implemented by previous researchers [BKTS06, WWF*14, LC05, LD06].

In our system, paper distortion is effectively computed by directly sampling the color values at UVs which have been shifted by the surface inclinations found at the normal map paper texture. The amount of paper distortion can also be art-directed towards any desired result.

The final step in our pipeline involves the paper granulation effect. Our model is done in a way that permits individual control over the roughness of the paper and the accumulation of the pigments at the valleys of the papers. One of the main drawbacks of the color transmittance modification model is that once a channel is fully saturated, the color will not be darkened as $1^n = 1$ for $n \in \mathbb{R}$. Therefore, a split model is proposed which linearly interpolates between the color transmittance modification model and color subtraction, depending on the image saturation $I$.

\[
I_g = I(I - P_n) + (1 - I)I^{1 + (Ctrl \times dP_n)}
\]

(9)

The density amount variable $d$ modulates the intensity of the inverted paper texture $P_n$. This in turn is controlled by a $Ctrl$ channel in order to art-direct the pigment density at the valleys of the paper.

### 4. Results and Discussion

Once the geometry has been through all the changes and calculations from Section 3 onward, the final watercolor simulated image is presented to the user.

Various rendered images can be seen throughout Figure 7. To observe a breakdown of the simulated effects, the system and the rendered simulation in animation, please refer to the accompanying video. An additional comparison to other object-space watercolor simulation systems can be observed in Figure 8.

Our system has been implemented in Autodesk Maya and uses Viewport 2.0 as its engine. The simulation scales well with scene complexity and performs in real-time with the following hardware configuration: Quadro k5000, Intel Xeon E5-2609 @ 2.40 and 16gb RAM. Technical details and performance statistics for each scene can be seen in Table 1. Real-time performance is crucial for art-directed systems as the user receives immediate feedback which dramatically enhances any iterative work-flows to achieve the desired result. Additionally, With the ability to model, animate, shade, light and render within the same software, pipeline overheads can be avoided.

### Table 1: Performance on different scenes (resolution: 1080p)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figs.</th>
<th>Triangles</th>
<th>FPS (avg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>83440</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a</td>
<td>26088</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7b</td>
<td>57000</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7c</td>
<td>106106</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be appreciated from the rendered images in Figure 7 and the comparisons shown in Figure 8, the results presented by our system offer a significant improvement in art-direction and, therefore, the overall characteristic look of watercolor. Some previous attempts have come close to recreate a specific style. However, watercolors can be used to create artwork in a variety of different styles.
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ways. Therefore, we focused on enabling this control in order to reproduce this stylistic freedom. Thanks to this key feature, it could be possible for our system to recreate the results presented by previous researchers and to go beyond them to create unique graphics that come closer to any desired watercolor style.

![Image](a) Spheres with different settings

![Image](b) Gotita

![Image](c) Henry

Figure 7: Rendered frames captured from the Maya viewport

The watercolor characteristics we have modeled extend the palette of watercolor effects found in object-space systems to include hand tremors, color bleeding and a painterly watercolor reflectance model which takes advantage of the unique translucence and turbulence of the medium. We also enhanced existing effects by modeling edge darkening with gradual pigment accumulation, proposed an efficient way to calculate paper distortion and enabled split control over paper granulation. All these effects are complemented by art-directed localized control which completely transforms the rendered outcome - depending on the creative abilities of the user.

**Limitations**

An inherent limitation of our system lies on the vertex density of polygonal objects. As control is assigned per-vertex, a certain degree of polygonal resolution is required to guarantee proper control. Mindful modeling and different levels of detail are suggested to overcome this limitation.

Art-directed systems are also prone to overwhelm with control which might not necessarily be required. This in turn affects the performance and adds clutter to the control application. In our tests, users rarely used the localized control for granulation and distortion. For these effects, they were satisfied with global controls for the entire scene. Further study of user behavior is required to optimize the system and address this limitation.

Finally, our system still offers a limited amount of watercolor effects compared to the traditional counterpart. Also, effects like color bleeding were simplified for performance purposes. These missing and oversimplified effects require more work which can be addressed in the future.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a system for art-directed watercolor rendered animation based on intensity channels, which control an enhanced and extended palette of watercolor effects. Our solution performs in real-time, is production ready within Autodesk Maya and can easily be implemented into further engines. We are able to produce an extensive variety of styles, outperforming previous systems which rely heavily on parametric values for watercolor stylization. Our system manages to solve the challenge of art-direction in object-space watercolor simulations and opens new opportunities for future applications and research.

There are several ways in which the proposed watercolor simulation system can be improved and extended. The most important is to further extend the palette of simulated watercolor effects. Characteristic effects such as, for example, dry-brush (dry-on-dry technique), the high frequency turbulent noise caused by layered patches of water, the unpainted gaps at the borders of painted areas and the outlining pencil strokes found sometimes in watercolor illustrations. Effects which have already been simulated are also open for improvements. The use of control vertices can also further be optimized and extended by either adding further vertex color sets or encoding multiple effects within the color intensity channels. Finally, a watercolor system can further benefit from a dynamic paper simulation - when alternating paper textures are not desired. This feature could enhance frame-to-frame coherence and can be extended from previous work regarding dynamic canvas [CTP’03, KC05, BBT09].
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